Flexible Multiple Micro Sensor for Local Persistent Effect Test in High Temperature Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cell Stack
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The nonuniformity of local temperature, voltage and current in the high temperature proton exchange membrane fuel cell stack can accelerate the aging of membrane electrode assembly (MEA) and the failure of overall fuel cell stack. This study used micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) technology to integrate micro temperature, voltage and current sensors into a 40μm thick stainless steel substrate, the flexible multiple micro sensor was embedded in the high temperature fuel cell stack for 100-hour persistent effect test at 150°C operating temperature and constant current 20A and real-time microscopic diagnosis of local information of internal temperature, voltage and current. The experimental results showed that the nonuniform temperature distribution in the high temperature fuel cell stack resulted in nonuniform voltage and current distributions and hot stack.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Due to climate change and energy crisis, various countries promote green energy industry actively, bringing up the research and development of fuel cell and vigorous growth of product development. In recent years, the international trend of development and research has turned to high temperature proton exchange membrane fuel cell stack gradually [1].

However, after a long operation of high temperature proton exchange membrane fuel cell stack, the membrane material durability, catalyst corrosion and local temperature [2, 3], voltage and current [4, 5] nonuniformity in the fuel cell stack can accelerate the membrane material aging of MEA and fail
the overall fuel cell stack. The key factor influencing the performance and stability of fuel cell stack is thermal manage. When the internal temperature is too high, it influences the activity of catalyst, dry film, mass transfer and thermal manage [6-9]; if the temperature is too low, the reaction of MEA is incomplete. On the other hand, when the gas flow and pressure of fuel in the fuel cell stack are nonuniform, the gas is wasted and the pressure drop in the runner is too large, degrading the performance of fuel cell stack. The voltage and current values determine the local performance. Therefore, if the waste heat of high temperature fuel cell stack and the uniformity of fuel distribution can be managed instantly, the fuel cell stack performance degradation, output performance instability and fuel cell aging can be avoided [10-12].

Flow field design for the distribution of reactants and products on the electrode surface plays an important role in the overall performance of the fuel cell. It acts as a crucial factor when the laboratory scale fuel cell is scaled up for commercial applications. [13, 14].

High temperature polymer fuel cells operating at 100 to 200°C require simple fuel processing and produce high quality heat that can integrate well with domestic heating systems. Because the transportation of hydrogen is challenging, an alternative option is to reform natural gas on site. The dynamic response for a change in current shows that the model compares well with some of the cells in the stack while other cells may have typically lower voltages levels during dynamic operation. [15, 16].

The aforesaid problems, including membrane material durability, catalyst corrosion and local temperature, voltage and current distribution nonuniformity in the fuel cell stack, will influence the performance of fuel cell stack significantly, which shall be overcome urgently for commercializing this type of fuel cell. Most studies concerning this topic focus on the methods such as external measurement, invasive measurement, theoretical simulation, temperature, voltage or current single measurement, and the like, but these methods have such problems as over large sensor size, imprecise measurement, impairing the high temperature fuel cell performance, being unable to indicate the internal real-time reaction state. This study uses the MEMS technology to develop the multiple micro sensor and inserts it into the high temperature proton exchange membrane fuel cell stack for local real-time measurement.

2. DESIGN AND SENSING PRINCIPLE OF FLEXIBLE MULTIPLE MICRO SENSOR

2.1 Integrated design of flexible multiple micro sensor

The design of flexible multiple micro sensor is shown in Figure 1. The temperature sensing area is 400μm×400μm; the voltage and current sensing area is 350μm×350μm. This integrated design not only reduces the coverage area of flexible multiple micro sensor in the high temperature fuel cell stack, but also minimizes the influence on the overall performance of fuel cell stack, and the temperature, voltage and current can be measured at the same time.
2.2 Sensing principle of micro temperature sensor

The micro temperature sensor is of sandwich structure, only foil sensor is unlikely to cause gas leak which unstabilizes or degrades the performance of fuel cell stack.

Therefore, the micro temperature sensor used in this study is resistance temperature detector (RTD), the electrode is of snake structure; the RTD is made of Au for stable chemical properties, simple process and high linearity. The sensing principle is that when the ambient temperature rise, the resistivity of RTD increases due to the characteristic of positive temperature resistance coefficient. The relationship between the ambient temperature change and the change in the measured resistance value is expressed as Eq. (1).

\[
R_t = R_0 \left(1 + \alpha_1 \Delta T\right)
\]

where \(R_t\) is the resistivity (\(\Omega\)) at \(t\)°C; \(R_0\) is the resistivity (\(\Omega\)) at 0°C; \(\Delta T\) is the temperature difference (°C) to reference temperature 0°C; the physical significance of \(\alpha_1\) is the sensitivity of micro temperature sensor (°C⁻¹).

2.3 Sensing principle of micro voltage sensor

The micro voltage sensor used in this study is miniaturized voltmeter probe, and this foil probe is inserted into the high temperature fuel cell stack, the measuring area concentrates in specific orientation, a 350μm×350μm sensing area is exposed at the frontmost end of micro voltage sensor, the conductor is insulated by insulating layer, so as to make sure the voltage detected by the foil probe in the high temperature fuel cell stack is from local location.
2.4 Sensing principle of micro current sensor

The micro current sensor used in this study is miniaturized galvanometer probe, it is an extension conductor. The two probes face towards the two sides of foil substrate respectively, and a 350μm×350μm sensing area is exposed at the frontmost end, the conductor is insulated by insulating layer. The micro current sensor penetrates into the high temperature fuel cell stack and connects current detector in series to form a series circuit, the local current in the high temperature fuel cell stack can be measured.

3. PROCESS DEVELOPMENT OF FLEXIBLE MULTIPLE MICRO SENSOR

For the flexible multiple micro sensor developed in this study, the stainless-steel foil (SS foil) applicable to high-temperature electrochemical environment is selected as flexible substrate, the polyimide (PI) with better temperature tolerance is selected as protective layer.

The flexible multiple micro sensor production process is shown in Figure 2. (a) SS foil cleaning; (b) coating PI as lower insulating layer; (c) evaporating Cr/Au as sensing layer; (d) photolithography definition pattern; (e) Au/Cr etching; (f) protection layer definition. Finally, the flexible multiple micro sensor is completed.

Figure 2. Production process of flexible multiple micro sensor.
4. EXPERIMENTAL

4.1 Temperature correction of flexible multiple micro sensor

The flexible multiple micro sensor must be corrected before it is embedded in the high temperature fuel cell stack for diagnosis, so as to guarantee the signal reliability. In order to free the flexible multiple micro sensor from the closing pressure when it is embedded in the high temperature fuel cell stack, it is embedded in the high temperature fuel cell stack before temperature correction, and the high temperature oven is used for heating as calibration reference. When the temperature is stable, the NI PXI 2575 data acquisition unit of National Instruments (NI) is used to extract the resistivity of micro temperature sensor instantly and export it to the computer, and the correction curve is obtained. Figure 3 shows the correction curve measured by averaging three times of correction of six micro temperature sensors in the high temperature fuel cell stack within 150°C to 190°C. Table 1 shows the linearity values of six micro temperature sensors. The result shows the micro temperature sensors have good linearity and reliability.

![Image](image_url)

**Figure 3.** Temperature correction curves of micro temperature sensor.

**Table 1.** Linearity values of flexible micro temperature sensors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Micro sensors</th>
<th>Linear trend (R²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cell 1 (Upstream)</td>
<td>0.9997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cell 1 (Midstream)</td>
<td>0.9986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cell 6 (Upstream)</td>
<td>0.9996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cell 6 (Midstream)</td>
<td>0.9994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cell 12 (Upstream)</td>
<td>0.9995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cell 12 (Midstream)</td>
<td>0.9997</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.2 Current correction of flexible multiple micro sensor

The micro current sensor must be corrected before current measurement. The high temperature fuel cell testing machine 890C provides load to keep a certain current for the high temperature fuel cell stack, and it is converted into the current intensity corresponding to the overall reaction area. Meanwhile, the current value of micro current sensor is obtained by NI PXI 2575 data acquisition unit, converted into current intensity corresponding to the micro current sensor area. According to Table 2, the current intensity trend measured by micro current sensor is quite consistent with the current intensity of high temperature fuel cell stack.

Table 2. Comparison of current density of high temperature fuel cell testing machine 890C and micro current sensor.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Testing machine 890C</th>
<th>Micro current sensor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>current density (mA cm²)</td>
<td>current density (mA cm²)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.04 (1A)</td>
<td>0.060.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.12 (3A)</td>
<td>0.160.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.20 (5A)</td>
<td>0.236.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.28 (7A)</td>
<td>0.304.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.36 (9A)</td>
<td>0.340.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
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**Figure 4.** Persistent effect test chart of local temperature and voltage of high temperature fuel cell stack.
With 100-hours persistent effect test for flexible multiple micro sensor embedded in high temperature fuel cell stack.

The operating temperature is 150°C in the experiment, 7 l min$^{-1}$ anodic gas (H$_2$) and 35 l min$^{-1}$ cathode gas (Air) are given, and constant current (20A) is exported for 100 hours. The changes in internal local temperature, voltage and current of high temperature fuel cell stack in 100-hour long operation are obtained by NI PXI 2575 data acquisition unit.
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**Figure 5.** Persistent effect test chart of local current density of high temperature fuel cell stack.

Figure 4 shows persistent effect test for local temperature and voltage in different cells, the temperature of Cell 6 keeps rising apparently, because the high temperature fuel cell stack temperature distribution is nonuniform and the middle cell has worse heat sinking. Figure 5 shows the persistent effect test for local current density in different cells. As the upstream is close to the air inlet, the current intensity is higher than the midstream. The experimental results show that the temperature, voltage and current inside the high temperature fuel cell stack are correlated with each other, and they have critical effect on the performance of high temperature fuel cell stack. Most studies concerning this topic focus on the methods such as external measurement, invasive measurement, theoretical simulation, temperature, voltage or current single measurement [10-16], and the like, but these methods have such problems as over large sensor size, imprecise measurement, impairing the high temperature fuel cell performance, being unable to indicate the internal real-time reaction state. This study uses the MEMS technology to develop the multiple micro sensor and inserts it into the high temperature proton exchange membrane fuel cell stack for local real-time measurement.

6. CONCLUSION

This study presents innovation that uses MEMS technology to develop a flexible multiple (temperature, voltage and current) micro sensor, this flexible multiple micro sensor also includes three
features, thin thickness, small structure area, high sensitivity, and can be placed in any position and many other advantages. Hope this multiple micro sensor to provide the authentic information inside the high temperature proton exchange membrane fuel cell stack, so as to improve the performance of fuel cell stack and to prolong the service life.
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